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This document describes utilities and JCL procedures for creating, modifying, copying, printing, and moving OS disk data sets, including CARDDISK, CARDLIST, DELETE, DFHEOFMT, DFHMDSET, DSNCHECK, DSAT, REPRO (IDCAMS), PRINT (IDCAMS), and TOCMS.

See also the z/OS (OS/390) Disk Data Sets at CNS [http://docweb.cns.ufl.edu/docs/d0045] (D0045) manual for detailed information about using OS data sets and Utilities for Partitioned Data Sets [???] (D0068) for PDS utilities.

Related search terms include DASD, storage, services, MVS, PDS, JCL, TSO, IDCAMS, and VSAM.

This material replaces and supplements information that was originally published in the CNS Utilities manual.
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